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1 PURPOSE AND NEED OF PROPOSED ACTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) requires Federal agencies to examine the 
environmental effects of their proposed actions. An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)/Overseas 
Environmental Impact Statement (OEIS) is a detailed public document providing an assessment of the 
potential effects a Federal action might have on the human, natural, or cultural environment. The United 
States (U.S.) Department of the Navy (DoN) is preparing this Draft EIS/OEIS (hereafter referred to as 
“EIS/OEIS”) to assess the potential environmental effects associated with ongoing and proposed naval 
activities (described in detail in Chapter 2) within most of the U.S. Navy’s (Navy) existing Northwest 
Training Range Complex (NWTRC). The Naval Weapons Systems Training Facility (NWSTF) 
Boardman exists within the defined NWTRC, but is geographically separate from the rest of the NWTRC. 
In addition, NWSTF Boardman has a distinct purpose and mission that sets it apart from the Range 
Complex. Therefore, NWSTF Boardman and the activities occurring on NWSTF Boardman, are not 
included in this EIS/OEIS Study Area, but is analyzed in a separate environmental analysis. The Navy is 
the lead agency for the EIS/OEIS, and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) is a cooperating 
agency. 

This EIS/OEIS will analyze Navy training activities in surface and subsurface ocean operating areas 
(OPAREAs) from Washington to Northern California, military airspace over the Pacific Ocean and over 
Washington, Oregon, Northern California and Idaho, and land training areas in Washington, as described 
and discussed in detail in Chapter 2 (see Figures 1-1 and 1-2). 

The Navy’s mission is to organize, train, equip, and maintain combat-ready naval forces capable of 
winning wars, deterring aggression, and maintaining freedom of the seas. This mission is mandated by 
Federal law (Title 10 U.S. Code (U.S.C.) § 5062), which charges the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) 
with responsibility for ensuring the readiness of the Nation’s naval forces.1 The CNO meets that directive, 
in part, by establishing and executing training programs, including at-sea training and exercises, including 
mid-frequency active (MFA) sonar activities, and ensuring naval forces have access to the ranges, 
OPAREAs, and airspace needed to develop and maintain skills for conducting naval activities. Activities 
involving Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E) for naval systems are an integral part 
of this readiness mandate. 

The existing NWTRC plays a vital part in the execution of this naval readiness mandate. The NWTRC 
serves as a backyard range for those units homeported in the Pacific Northwest area, including those 
aviation, surface ship, submarine, and Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) units homeported at Naval 
Air Station (NAS) Whidbey Island, Naval Station (NAVSTA) Everett, Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, and 
Naval Base Kitsap (NBK) Bremerton, NBK-Bangor, formerly known as SUBBASE Bangor. 
Additionally, the NWTRC supports other non-resident users and their training requirements to include 
Naval Special Warfare (NSW) units. The Navy’s Proposed Action is a step toward ensuring the continued 
vitality of this essential naval training resource. 

                                                     

1 Title 10, Section 5062 of the United States Code provides: “The Navy shall be organized, trained, and equipped primarily for 
prompt and sustained combat incident to operations at sea. It is responsible for the preparation of Naval forces necessary for the 
effective prosecution of war except as otherwise assigned and, in accordance with Integrated Joint Mobilization Plans, for the 
expansion of the peacetime components of the Navy to meet the needs of war.” 
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Figure 1-1: NWTRC EIS/OEIS Study Area 
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Figure 1-2: Puget Sound Training Areas of the NWTRC 
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The Navy proposes to implement actions within the NWTRC to: 

� Maintain baseline training and RDT&E (UASs only) activities at current levels; 
� Increase certain training and RDT&E activities from current levels as necessary to support the 

Fleet Response Training Plan (FRTP); 
� Accommodate mission requirements associated with force structure changes and introduction of 

new weapons and systems to the Fleet; and 
� Implement enhanced Range Complex capabilities. 

The Proposed Action does not involve extensive changes to the NWTRC facilities, operations, or training 
capacities, nor does it involve an expansion of the existing NWTRC. Rather, the Proposed Action would 
result in selectively focused but critical enhancements and increases in training that are necessary if the 
Navy is to maintain a state of military readiness commensurate with the national defense mission. 

The purpose of the Proposed Action is to achieve and maintain Fleet readiness using the NWTRC to 
support and conduct current, emerging, and future training and RDT&E activities, while enhancing 
training resources through investment on the ranges. The RDT&E activities in the NWTRC are comprised 
primarily of unmanned aerial system (UAS) activities. Undersea RDT&E is conducted at the Naval Sea 
Systems Command (NAVSEA) Keyport range and is analyzed in the NAVSEA Naval Undersea Warfare 
Command (NUWC) Keyport Range Extension EIS/OEIS (http://www-
keyport.kpt.nuwc.navy.mil/EIS_Home.htm). The decision to be made by the Assistant Secretary of the 
Navy (Installations & Environment) is to determine both the scope of training and RDT&E (UASs only) 
to be conducted and the nature of range enhancements to be made within the NWTRC. 

To support an informed decision, the EIS/OEIS identifies objectives and criteria for naval activities in the 
NWTRC. The core of the EIS/OEIS is the development and analysis of different alternatives for 
achieving the Navy’s objectives. Alternatives development is a complex process, particularly in the 
dynamic context of military training. The touchstone for this process is a set of criteria that respond to the 
naval readiness mandate as it is implemented in the NWTRC. The criteria for developing and analyzing 
alternatives to meet these objectives are set forth in Section 2.2.1. These criteria provide the basis for the 
statement of the Proposed Action and Alternatives and selection of alternatives for further analysis 
(Chapter 2), as well as analysis of the environmental effects of the Proposed Action and Alternatives 
(Chapter 3). 

This EIS/OEIS is being prepared in compliance with NEPA (42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq.); the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA (Title 
40 Code of Federal Regulations [C.F.R.] §§ 1500-1508); Department of the Navy Procedures for 
Implementing NEPA (32 C.F.R. § 775); and Executive Order (EO) 12114, Environmental Effects Abroad 
of Major Federal Actions (44 Fed. Reg. 1957 Jan 4, 1979). The NEPA process ensures that environmental 
impacts of proposed major Federal actions are considered in agency decision-making. EO 12114 requires 
consideration of environmental impacts of actions outside the United States such as in non-territorial 
ocean areas. The Overseas EIS process is used outside 12 nautical miles. The areas off the coast of 
Washington which are part of the scope of this proposal extend outside 12 nautical miles, therefore both 
the EIS and OEIS process will be described in the final document. This EIS/OEIS satisfies the 
requirements of both NEPA and EO 12114. 

1.2 BACKGROUND

The U.S. Navy has been training in the area now defined as the NWTRC for national defense purposes 
since World War II. The land, air, and sea spaces of the NWTRC have provided and will continue to 
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provide a safe and realistic training and testing environment for naval forces charged with defense of the 
Nation.

1.2.1 Why the Navy Trains 
The United States military is maintained to ensure the freedom and safety of all Americans both at home 
and abroad. In order to do so, Title 10 of the United States Code requires the Navy to “maintain, train and 
equip combat-ready naval forces capable of winning wars, deterring aggression and maintaining freedom 
of the seas” (10 U.S.C. §5062). Modern war and security operations are complex. Modern weaponry has 
brought both unprecedented opportunity and innumerable challenges to the Navy. Smart weapons, used 
properly, are very accurate and actually allow the Navy to accomplish its mission with greater precision 
and far less destruction than in past conflicts. But these modern smart weapons are very complex to use. 
U.S. military personnel must train regularly with them to understand their capabilities, limitations, and 
operation. Modern military actions require teamwork between hundreds or thousands of people, and their 
various equipment, vehicles, ships, and aircraft, all working individually and as a coordinated unit to 
achieve success. Navy training addresses all aspects of the team, from the individual to joint and coalition 
teamwork. To do this, the Navy employs a building block approach to training. Training doctrine and 
procedures are based on operational requirements for deployment of naval forces. Training proceeds on a 
continuum, from teaching basic and specialized individual military skills, to intermediate skills or small 
unit training, to advanced, integrated training events, culminating in multi-service (Joint) exercises or pre-
deployment certification events. 

In order to provide the experience so important to success and survival, training must be as realistic as 
possible. The Navy often employs simulators and synthetic training to provide early skill repetition and to 
enhance teamwork, but live training in a realistic environment is vital to success. This requires sufficient 
sea and airspace to maneuver tactically, realistic targets and objectives, simulated opposition that creates a 
realistic enemy, and instrumentation to objectively monitor the events and learn to correct errors. 

Range Complexes provide a controlled and safe environment with threat representative targets that enable 
U.S. forces to conduct realistic combat-like training as they undergo all phases of the graduated buildup 
needed for combat ready deployment. The Navy’s ranges and operating areas provide the space necessary 
to conduct controlled and safe training scenarios representative of those that U.S. forces would have to 
face in actual combat. The Range Complexes are designed to provide the most realistic training in the 
most relevant environments, replicating to the best extent possible the operational stresses of warfare. The 
integration of undersea ranges and OPAREAs with land training ranges are critical to this realism, 
allowing execution of multi-dimensional exercises in complex scenarios. Ranges and OPAREAs also 
provide instrumentation that captures the performance of Navy tactics and equipment in order to provide 
the feedback and assessment that is essential for constructive criticism of personnel, equipment, and 
tactics. The live-fire phase of training facilitates assessment of the Navy’s ability to place weapons on 
target with the required level of precision while under a stressful environment. Live training, most of it 
accomplished in the waters off the nation’s East and West Coasts, will remain the cornerstone of 
readiness as U.S. military forces are transformed for a security environment characterized by threats of 
terrorism. 

Navy training activities focus on achieving proficiency in each of several functional areas encompassed 
by Navy operations. These functional areas, known as Primary Mission Areas (PMARs), are: Anti-Air 
Warfare (AAW), Amphibious Warfare (AMW), Anti-Surface Warfare (ASUW), Anti-submarine Warfare 
(ASW), Mine Warfare (MIW), Strike Warfare (STW), Electronic Combat (EC), and Naval Special 
Warfare (NSW). Each training event addressed in the EIS/OEIS is categorized under one of the PMARS. 

The NWTRC is one of several Navy Range Complexes used for training of operational forces, RDT&E 
(UASs only) of military equipment, and other military activities. As with each Navy Range Complex, the 
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primary mission of the NWTRC is to provide a realistic training environment for naval forces to ensure 
they have the capabilities and high state of readiness required to accomplish assigned missions. 

Training is focused on preparing for worldwide deployment. Naval forces deploy in specially organized 
units called Strike Groups. A Strike Group may be organized around one or more aircraft carriers, 
together with several surface combatant ships and submarines, collectively known as a Carrier Strike 
Group (CSG). A naval force known as a Surface Strike Group (SSG) consists of three or more surface 
combatant ships. The Navy and Marine Corps deploy CSGs and SSGs on a continuous basis. The number 
and composition of Strike Groups deployed, and the schedule for deployment, is determined based on the 
worldwide requirements and commitments. 

Pre-deployment training is governed by the Navy’s FRTP. The FRTP sets a deployment cycle for the 
Strike Groups that includes three phases: (1) basic, intermediate, and advanced pre-deployment training 
and certification, (2) deployment, and (3) post-deployment sustainment, training, and maintenance. While 
several Strike Groups are always deployed to provide a global naval presence, Strike Groups must also be 
ready to “surge,” or deploy rapidly outside of their normal deployment schedule in response to directives 
from the National Command Authority. One objective of the FRTP is to provide this surge capability. 
The FRTP calls for the ability to train and deploy six CSGs in a very short time, and two more in stages 
soon thereafter. Established in 2003, the FRTP calls for changes in the Fleet training cycle, including 
acceleration of the cycle and near-simultaneous execution of similar training events. Deployment 
schedules are not fixed, but must remain flexible and responsive to the Nation’s security needs. The 
capability and capacity of ranges such as the NWTRC Range Complex to support the entire training 
continuum must be available when and as needed. 

1.2.2 Tactical Training Theater Assessment and Planning (TAP) Program 
The goal of the Navy in training its forces is to replicate as nearly as possible the operational 
environments expected in war. Navy Range Complexes provide the training sites, and must be capable of 
providing the training environments necessary to support comprehensive training of naval forces. A 
Range Complex is a designated area that can encompass a land mass, body of water (above and below the 
surface), and/or airspace used to conduct training and RDT&E (UASs only) of military hardware, 
personnel, tactics, ordnance, explosives, or electronic combat systems. A Range Complex can consist of 
several ranges, OPAREAs, military operating areas (MOAs), and special use airspace (SUA). 

The TAP Program serves as the Navy’s range sustainment program. The purpose of TAP is to support 
Navy objectives that: (1) promote use and management of ranges (such as the NWTRC) in a manner that 
supports national security objectives and a high state of combat readiness, and (2) ensure the long-term 
viability of range assets while protecting human health and the environment. The TAP Program focuses 
specifically on the sustainability of ranges, OPAREAs, and airspace areas that support the FRTP. 

The Navy’s Required Capabilities Document (RCD) of September 2005, is a product of the TAP 
program. The purpose of the RCD is to quantitatively define the required capabilities that would allow 
Navy ranges to support mission-essential training and RDT&E (UASs ONLY). In sum, the RCD defines 
required range capabilities in much the same manner as a specification for an aircraft might define 
required flight characteristics and other system capabilities. The RCD uses several factors to determine 
range capability requirements or criteria. These factors include range attributes, range-related systems, 
training levels, and PMARs. 

� Range attributes include Airspace, Sea Space, Undersea Space, and Land Area. The RCD 
identifies spatial dimensions required to conduct a given level or type of training in a given 
training medium. 
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� Range-related systems include systems and infrastructure for scheduling, communications, 
meteorological data, targets, training instrumentation, and opposition force simulation. 

� Training levels consist of Basic, Intermediate, and Advanced. 

� PMARs are the functional areas encompassed by Navy operations. The eight PMARs are: AAW, 
AMW, ASUW, ASW, MIW, STW, EC, and NSW. The RCD also captures the required 
capabilities associated with naval aviation and surface/subsurface RDT&E (UASs only). 

The RCD provides guidelines for range requirements, but is not range-specific. The Navy therefore has 
developed an analysis of its requirements for each Range Complex. These analyses: 

� Provide comprehensive descriptions of ranges, OPAREAs, and training areas within a given 
Range Complex; 

� Assess training and RDT&E (UASs only) activities currently conducted within the Range 
Complex; 

� Identify investment needs and strategy for maintenance, range improvement, and modernization; 

� Develop a strategic vision for range activities with a long-term planning horizon;  

� Provide Range Complex sustainable management principles and practices, to include 
environmental stewardship and community outreach; and 

� Identify encroachments on ranges, and evaluate the potential impacts of encroachments on 
training and RDT&E (UASs only). 

For the NWTRC, this analysis serves as a useful planning tool for developing the Proposed Action and 
Alternatives to be assessed in this EIS/OEIS. 

1.2.3 The Strategic Importance of the Existing NWTRC 
The NWTRC is characterized by a unique combination of attributes that make it a strategically important 
Range Complex for the Navy. These attributes include: 

Proximity to the Homeport of Units in the Pacific Northwest. The NWTRC serves as a backyard range for 
those units homeported in the Pacific Northwest area including those aviation, surface ship, submarine, 
and EOD forces homeported at NAS Whidbey Island, NAVSTA Everett, NBK-Bremerton, NBK-Bangor, 
and Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. 

The Pacific Northwest region is home to thousands of military families. The Navy strives, and in many 
cases is required by law to track and where possible limit “personnel tempo,” meaning the amount of time 
Sailors and Marines spend deployed away from home. Personnel tempo is an important factor in family 
readiness, morale, and retention. The availability of the NWTRC as a “backyard” training range is critical 
to Navy efforts in these areas. 

Uniqueness. The NWTRC Study Area is unique in that it offers training across the spectrum of naval 
missions in all weather conditions and over many varied environments from deep ocean to shallow inland 
waters and from coastal beaches to mountains. The radio frequency spectrum is relatively unencumbered, 
which allows more realistic EC training for P-3 and EP-3 Orion, and EA-6B Prowler aircraft. The EC 
mission is further enabled by the presence of an electronic signal threat simulator located at Outlying 
Landing Field (OLF) Coupeville and increased opportunities for realistic suppression of enemy air 
defense training. The signal threat simulator generates electronic signals that simulate threat radar 
systems. Aircrews train to recognize that signal and react to it. 
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Naval Special Warfare, specifically Navy Sea Air Land (SEAL) forces, requires cold water operating 
areas for certain aspects of their training. The open ocean and coastal areas in the Northwest and protected 
waters of Puget Sound provide this environment throughout the year. SEAL Delivery Vehicle Team One 
maintains equipment at Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division Keyport and trains here regularly due to 
the area’s unique qualities. 

Area of Training Space. The NWTRC has a large amount of air and surface/subsurface area within the 
complex boundaries. Detailed descriptions of these areas are provided in Section 1.3.2. The abundance of 
special use airspace within the complex provides both over water and over land training opportunities for 
the local P-3 and EA-6B aircraft. The Pacific Northwest Ocean Surface/Subsurface Operating Area 
(PACNW OPAREA) is the second largest of the Navy’s ocean operating areas. It provides ample space 
for large scale naval exercises and opportunities for joint and allied training. 

1.3 OVERVIEW OF THE NWTRC 
1.3.1 Mission 
The NWTRC is the principle backyard range for surface, submarine, aviation, and EOD units located at 
NAS Whidbey Island, NAVSTA Everett, Puget Sound Naval Station, NBK-Bremerton and NBK-Bangor, 
WA, in addition to supporting other non-resident users and their training requirements to include NSW 
units. Accordingly, the Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet (CPF) and Commander, United States Navy Fleet 
Forces (USFF) strategic vision for this complex is for the Range Complex to support naval operational 
readiness by providing a realistic, live-training environment for forces assigned to the Pacific Fleet and 
other users with the capability and capacity to support current, emerging, and future training and RDT&E 
(UASs only) requirements. 

1.3.2 Primary Components 
The Range Complex includes ranges, OPAREAs, and airspace that extend west to 250 nautical miles 
(nm) (463 kilometers [km]) beyond the coast of Washington, Oregon, Northern California and east to the 
Washington/Idaho border. The components of the NWTRC encompass 122,400 nm2 (420,163 km2) of 
surface/subsurface ocean OPAREAs, 46,048 nm2 (157,928 km2) of SUA, and 875 acres (354 hectares) of 
land. For range management and scheduling purposes, the NWTRC is divided into numerous sub-
component ranges or training areas used to conduct training and RDT&E activities (UASs only), as 
described in detail in Chapter 2. The NWTRC consists of two primary components; the Offshore Area 
and the Inshore Area. 
1.3.2.1 Offshore Area 

The ocean areas of the Range Complex include surface and subsurface operating areas extending 
generally west from the coastline of Northern California, Oregon, and Washington for a distance of 
approximately 250 nm (463 km) into international waters (see Figure 1-1). 

� Pacific Northwest Ocean Surface/Subsurface OPAREA. The PACNW OPAREA is 
approximately 510 nm (945 km) in length from the northern boundary to the southern boundary, 
and 250 nm (463 km) from the coastline to the western boundary at 130o W longitude. Total 
surface area of the PACNW OPAREA is 122,400 nm2 (420,163 km2).

� Warning Area 237. W-237 comprises 33,997 nm2 (116,606 km2) of airspace that generally 
overlays the NWTRC Ocean OPAREAS off the coast of Washington, W-237 begins 
approximately 3 nm (5 km) off the coast and extends westward in international waters and 
airspace for a distance of approximately 250 nm (463 km) from the ocean surface up to several 
specified altitudes depending upon which sub-area is used. The floor of W-237 airspace begins at 
the ocean surface, and the ceiling varies between 27,000 ft (8,230 m) and unlimited altitude.
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� W-570, located off the central coast of Oregon, is 4,470 nm2 (15,330 km2) in size. The airspace 
begins at the ocean’s surface and extends to 50,000 ft (15,240 m). This area is used by P-3 
aircraft for reconnaissance training.

� W-93 is located south of W-570, off the coast of Oregon and northern California. The 4,652 nm2

(15,960 km2) of airspace in W-570 is also used for P-3 reconnaissance training and extends from 
the surface to 50,000 ft (15,240 m).

1.3.2.2 Inshore Area 

The Inshore Area includes all air, land, sea, and undersea ranges and OPAREAs inland of the coastline 
and including Puget Sound. There are several areas within Puget Sound routinely used by the Navy for a 
variety of surface and underwater activities. These areas are depicted on Figure 1-2 and include: 

� Navy 3. Navy 3 is a polygon of water space used by Navy ships for training. This 46 nm2 (158 
km2) area is located 8 nm (15 km) west of Ault Field, NAS Whidbey Island, in the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca. 

� Navy 7. Navy 7 is defined as the sea surface and subsurface area beneath R-6701. 
� Crescent Harbor Underwater EOD Range. This EOD underwater range is located in Crescent 

Harbor off of the Seaplane Base at Whidbey Island. 
� Indian Island Underwater EOD Range. This area is located offshore, just west of Naval Magazine 

(NAVMAG) Indian Island. 
� Floral Point Underwater EOD Range.  This area, also known as the Bangor EOD Underwater 

Range, is located within a Navy operating area in Hood Canal, near NBK-Bangor. 
� Olympic MOAs. The Olympic A and B MOAs are located over the northwest coast of the 

Olympic Peninsula in Washington and extends out 3 nm to join with W-237. The MOAs cover 
1,641 nm2 (5,628 km2) of area. Olympic A and B have a floor of 6,000 feet (ft) (1,829 meters 
[m]) and a ceiling of 18,000 ft (5,486 m). Olympic B air traffic controlled assigned airspace 
(ATCAA) has a floor of 18,000 ft (5,486 m) and a ceiling of 50,000 ft (15,240 m).

� The Chinook A and B MOAs are adjacent to R-6701 over the eastern portion of the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca and Admiralty Inlet respectively. Both Chinook MOAs cover 56 nm2 (192 km2) of 
surface area and have a floor of 300 ft (91 m) and a ceiling of 5,000 ft (1,524 m).

� Restricted Area 6701. R-6701 is a 22 nm2 (75 km2) area over central Whidbey Island that extends 
from the surface to 5,000 ft (1,524 m). The combination of R-6701 and the waters beneath it are 
sometimes referred to as the Admiralty Bay Mining Range.

� Okanogan MOA. The Okanogan MOA is located above north central Washington and covers 
4,364 nm2 (14,968 km2) in area. This MOA is divided into A, B, and C sections. Okanogan A is 
available from 9,000 ft (2,743 m) to 18,000 ft (5,486 m). Okanogan B and C have a floor of 300 
ft (91 m) above the ground and a ceiling of 9,000 ft (2,743 m). The ATCAAs corresponding to 
the Okanogan MOA extends the airspace to 50,000 ft (15,240 m).

� Roosevelt MOA. The Roosevelt MOA is located just east of the Okanogan MOA and covers an 
area of 5,413 nm2 (18,566 km2). This MOA is divided into two sections. Roosevelt A has a floor 
of 9,000 ft (2,743 m) and a ceiling of 18,000 ft (5,486 m). Roosevelt B has a floor of 300 ft (91 
m) above the ground and a ceiling of 9,000 ft (2,743 m). ATCAAs associated with the Roosevelt 
MOA extends its airspace to 50,000 ft (15,240 m).

� Land Ranges. The land areas of the Inshore Area, all of which are on Navy property, include the 
Seaplane Base Survival Area, OLF Coupeville, the EOD detonation training range at NBK-
Bangor, and Indian Island. Seaplane Base Survival Area comprises approximately 875 acres (354 
hectares) of undeveloped Navy property, located adjacent to Crescent Harbor. It provides a robust 
suite of range capabilities for use in small unit amphibious and land tactical maneuvers, land 
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navigation, and survival training. Additionally, Seaplane Base Survival Area has several 
unimproved helicopter landing zones, and small boat landing beaches. Several parachute drop 
zones are located at Seaplane Base Survival Area and at OLF Coupeville as shown on Figure 1-2. 
Indian Island is located west of Marrowstone Island between the waters of Port Townsend and 
Whidbey Island. It is approximately 4.2 miles (6.7 km) long and oriented on a north-south axis. 
Indian Island is used by NSW to conduct insertion/extraction activities. All activities at Indian 
Island are covert in nature, and no live fire weapons or other ordnance are used. 

1.3.3 Shortfalls of the NWTRC 
The NWTRC currently provides strategically vital training attributes (see Section 1.2.3). Nevertheless, 
certain shortfalls constrain its ability to support required training. Correcting these shortfalls would 
enhance the Range Complex to provide the minimum acceptable training environment required by naval 
forces that utilize the Range Complex. Current shortfalls include an inadequate number and type of 
effective targets, inadequate “opposition forces” training environments, and insufficient instrumentation 
systems for the conduct of AAW, ASUW, STW, EC and NSW/EOD training. The capabilities of the 
NWTRC must be sustained, upgraded, and modernized to address these deficiencies. Moreover, the 
Range Complex must have the flexibility to adapt and transform the training environment as new 
weapons systems are introduced, new threat capabilities emerge, and new technologies offer improved 
training opportunities. 

1.4 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION

Given the vital importance of the NWTRC to the readiness of naval forces, the unique training 
environment provided by the Range Complex and the shortfalls in the Range Complex that affect the 
quality of training, the Navy proposes to take actions for the purposes of: 

� Achieving and maintaining Fleet readiness using the NWTRC to support and conduct current, 
emerging, and future training and RDT&E activities (primarily Unmanned Aerial Systems 
[UASs]); 

� Expanding warfare missions supported by the NWTRC, consistent with the requirements of the 
FRTP; and 

� Upgrading and modernizing existing range capabilities to address shortfalls and deficiencies in 
current training ranges. 

The Proposed Action is needed to provide a training environment consisting of ranges, training areas, and 
range instrumentation with the capacity and capabilities to fully support required training tasks for 
operational units and military schools. The Navy has developed alternatives criteria based on this 
statement of the purpose and need for Chapter 2 (Proposed Action). 

In this regard, the NWTRC furthers the Navy’s execution of its roles and responsibilities under Title 10. 
To comply with its Title 10 mandate, the Navy needs to: 

� Maintain current levels of military readiness by training in the NWTRC; 
� Accommodate future increases in operational training tempo in the NWTRC and support the 

rapid deployment of naval units or Strike Groups; 
� Achieve and sustain readiness of ships, submarines, and aviation squadrons using the NWTRC so 

that the Navy can quickly surge significant combat power in the event of a national crisis or 
contingency operation, consistent with the FRTP; 

� Support the acquisition and implementation into the Fleet of advanced military technology using 
the NWTRC to conduct training events for new platforms and associated weapons systems (EA-
18G Growler aircraft, Guided Missile Submarines [SSGN], P-8 Multimission Maritime Aircraft 
[MMA], and RDT&E for several types of Unmanned Aerial Systems [UASs]); 
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� Identify shortfalls in range capabilities, particularly training infrastructure and instrumentation, 
and address through range enhancements; and 

� Maintain the long-term viability of the NWTRC as a premiere Navy training and testing area 
while protecting human health and the environment, and enhancing the quality and enhancing the 
capabilities and safety of the Range Complex. 

1.5 SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE EIS/OEIS
This EIS/OEIS provides an assessment of environmental effects associated with current and proposed 
training activities, changes in force structure (to include new training requirements associated with 
evolving weapons systems and platforms), and range enhancements in the Range Complex. 

Under customary international law, U.S. Territory extends out into the ocean a distance of 3 nm (5.6 km) 
from the coastline. By Presidential Proclamation 5928 (issued December 27, 1988), the United States 
extended its exercise of sovereignty and jurisdiction under international law to 12 nm (22 km), but the 
Proclamation expressly provides that it does not extend or otherwise alter existing Federal law or any 
associated jurisdiction, rights, legal interests, or obligations. The Proclamation thus did not alter existing 
legal obligations under NEPA. As a matter of policy, however, the Department of the Navy has elected to 
include areas of the NWTRC that lie within 12 nm (22 km), or the territorial seas, for analysis under 
NEPA. Environmental effects in the areas outside of U.S. territorial seas (i.e., outside of 12 nm) are 
analyzed under EO 12114 and associated implementing regulations. 

1.6 THE ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

1.6.1 The National Environmental Policy Act 
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 requires Federal agencies to examine the environmental 
effects of their Proposed Actions. An EIS is a detailed public document that provides an assessment of the 
potential effects that a Federal action might have on the human, natural, or cultural environment. The 
Navy is the lead agency for the EIS/OEIS; NMFS is a cooperating agency. 

The Navy is preparing an EIS/OEIS for the NWTRC to assess the effects of ongoing and proposed future 
activities on the environment. The EIS/OEIS also gives the Navy an opportunity to review its procedures 
and ensure the benefits of recent scientific and technological advances are applied toward minimizing 
environmental effects. 

The first step in the NEPA process is the preparation of a notice of intent (NOI) to develop the EIS. The 
NOI provides an overview of the Proposed Action and the scope of the EIS (see Appendix A). The NOI 
for this project was published in the Federal Register on July 27, 2007, and in seven (7) local newspapers 
(Seattle Times, Kitsap Sun, Whidbey News-Times, Peninsula Daily, Daily World, The News Guard, 
Times-Standard). The NOI and newspaper notices included information regarding the procedure for 
submitting comments, a list of information repositories (public libraries), the project website address 
(http://www.NWTRangecomplexEIS.com), and the dates and locations of the scoping meetings. 

Scoping is an early and open process for developing the “scope” of issues to be addressed in the 
EIS/OEIS and for identifying significant issues related to a Proposed Action. The five scoping meetings 
for this EIS/OEIS (held in Oak Harbor, WA; Pacific Beach, WA; Grays Harbor, WA; Depoe Bay, OR; 
and Eureka, CA) helped to define, prioritize, and convey issues to the Navy (see Appendix F for 
information on the scoping meetings). Comments from the public, as well as agencies and special interest 
groups, have been considered in the preparation of this EIS/OEIS. 

Some of the comments received during the scoping process are categorized and summarized in Table 1-1. 
This table is not intended to provide a complete listing, but to show the extent of the scope of comments. 
(For a complete list of scoping comments, refer to Appendix F). 
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Table 1-1: Public Scoping Comment Summary 

Category Commentator Discussion Topic/ Summary of Concern 

Alternatives 

Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary 
(OCNMS) Advisory Council 
Private Citizen 
Olympic Coast Alliance 

Navy consideration of a broader analysis of 
alternatives within the OCNMS and outside the 
Study Area. 
Alternatives to clean up Puget Sound. 
Alternative that includes reducing training. 

Marine Life 
Private Citizens 

California Coastal Commission 

Impacts to marine life and habitat from sound, 
hazardous materials, pollution. 
ESA-listed species. 

Airborne Noise Private Citizens Noise from aircraft. 

Sonar, Sound 
in the Water 

California Coastal Commission 
Private Citizen 

Mid- and low-frequency sound sources, ranges, 
power settings, etc. 
Underwater detonations. 

Birds and 
Terrestrial 
Species 

OCNMS Advisory Council 
California Coastal Commission 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

Noise disturbance of nesting or migratory 
waterfowl, shore birds, or other Avian species 
within the OCNMS. 
Bird strike hazards. 
Habitat fragmentation from land use. 

Cultural 
Resources

OCNMS Advisory Council 
EPA, Olympic Coast Alliance 

Damage to cultural and historical resources, 
interference with tribal fishing and tribal 
ceremonial harvesting. 
Consultation with Native American tribes. 

Economic 
Impacts

Private Citizen Impacts to commercial and recreational fishing. 

Subsequent to the scoping process, this Draft EIS/OIES was prepared to assess the potential effects of the 
Proposed Action and Alternatives on the environment. It was then provided to the U.S. EPA for review 
and comment. A notice of availability was published in the Federal Register and notices were placed in 
the aforementioned newspapers announcing the availability of the Draft EIS/OEIS. The Draft EIS/OEIS is 
now available for general review and is being circulated for review and comment. Public meetings will be 
advertised and held in the same geographic locations as the scoping meetings to receive public comments 
on the Draft EIS/OEIS. 

A Final EIS/OEIS will be prepared that responds to all public comments received on the Draft EIS/OEIS. 
Responses to public comments may take various forms as necessary, including correction of data, 
clarifications of and modifications to analytical approaches, and inclusion of additional data or analyses. 
A notice of availability will be published in the Federal Register and the Final EIS/OEIS will be made 
available for public review. 

The Record of Decision (ROD) reflects the Navy’s final decision on the Proposed Action, the rationale 
behind that decision, and any commitments to monitoring and mitigation. A ROD will be issued by the 
Navy following the issuance of the Final EIS/OEIS and a 30-day review/no action period. The ROD will 
be published in the Federal Register, distributed to agencies and interested parties, and posted on the 
NWTRC EIS/OEIS website. Its availability will also be announced in local newspapers. 

1.6.2 Government-to-Government Consultations 
As part of this EIS/OEIS process, the Navy has invited Government-to-Government consultations with 19 
federally recognized tribes from Washington and 11 federally recognized tribes from Oregon and 
California. A full listing of tribes is provided in Section 3.12.1.3 of this EIS/OEIS. Meetings were 
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initiated on September 5, 2007 and will continue as the EIS/OEIS is developed. It is Navy’s intention to 
complete the Government-to-Government consultations on this document before the public release of the 
ROD.

The National Marine Sanctuaries Act (NMSA) (16 U.S.C. §§ 1431 et. seq.) requires federal agencies 
whose actions are “likely to destroy, cause the loss of, or injure a sanctuary resource,” to consult with the 
program before taking the action.  The program is, in these cases, required to recommend reasonable and 
prudent alternatives to protect sanctuary resources. It was determined that Federal interagency 
consultation pursuant to section 304(d) of the NMSA was not necessary because the Proposed Action 
does not include new activities. 

1.6.3 Regulatory Agency Briefings 
The Navy held a series of regulatory agency briefings between September 7 and September 27, 2007, 
with the following regulators: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/ National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Washington Department of 
Natural Resources (WDNR), and the Washington State Governor’s Office. 

The parties to these meetings raised a variety of issues and concerns. In brief, some of the main concerns 
included clarification on current quantity and types of training, proposed increases in training activities, 
new training activities and systems, hypoxia events off the Washington coast, impacts to geoduck 
aquaculture, expended materials and debris in the water, bioaccumulation of ordnance related constituents 
and other toxic materials, underwater detonations and their effects on fish and marine mammals, use of 
sonar in Puget Sound, use of medium frequency active sonar (MFAS), encroachment, fuel spill issues, 
and conflicts with fisherman and crabbers that use the areas within the NWTRC. 

1.6.4 Jurisdictional Considerations (EO 12114) 
Executive Order (EO) 12114, Environmental Effects Abroad of Major Federal Actions, directs Federal 
agencies to provide for informed decision-making for major Federal actions outside the U.S. territorial 
sea, including action within the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of, but not including action within the 
territorial sea of, a foreign nation. For purposes of this EIS/OEIS, areas outside U.S. territorial seas are 
considered to be areas beyond 12 nm (22 km) from shore. Since this EIS/OEIS satisfies the requirements 
of EO 12114, analysis of activities or impacts occurring, or proposed to occur, outside of 12 nm (22 km) 
is provided. Table 1-2 presents a list of training and RDT&E activities (by warfare area) and the 
geographical area in which they occur (0-3 nm, 3-12 nm, and 12 nm and beyond). As shown in Table 1-2, 
the training activities that occur exclusively outside of territorial waters (not within 12 nm of shore) are 
Air-to-Air Missile exercises, Surface-to-Air Gunnery exercises, Surface-to-Air Missile exercises, Surface-
to-Surface Gunnery exercises, Air-to-Surface Bombing exercises, Sinking Exercises, and ASW Tracking 
exercise-EER. In addition, certain types of training occur predominantly in waters outside of 12 nm (22 
km). For example, more than 85% of current AAW and ASW training occurs beyond 12 nm (22 km) from 
shore.

For the majority of resource sections addressed in this EIS/OEIS, projected impacts outside of U.S. 
territorial waters would be similar to those within territorial waters. Beyond 12 nm (22 km) is simply a 
jurisdictional boundary and is not delineated for purposes of scheduling or management of military 
training activities. In addition, the baseline environment and associated impacts to the various resource 
areas analyzed in this EIS/OEIS are not substantially different within or outside the 12 nm (22 km) 
jurisdictional boundary. Therefore, for these resource sections, the impact analyses contained in the main 
body of the EIS/OEIS is comprehensive and follow both NEPA and EO 12114 guidelines. The 
description of the affected environment addresses areas both within and beyond U.S. territorial sea. 
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1.6.5 Coastal Zone Management Act 
The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972 (16 U.S.C. § 1451) encourages coastal States to be 
proactive in managing coastal uses and coastal resources in the coastal zone. The CZMA is a voluntary 
program; participating States submit a Coastal Management Plan (CMP) to NOAA for approval. 
Activities of Federal agencies affecting the coastal zone are consistent to the maximum extent practicable 
with the enforceable policies of NOAA-approved CMPs. 

Table 1-2: Geographical Occurrence of Current Training and RDT&E Activities 

Training Activities 0-3 NM 3-12
NM

Beyond 
12 NM 

Air Combat Maneuvers X X X 
Air-to-Air Missile Exercise   X 
Surface-to-Air Gunnery Exercise   X 

AAW1

Surface-to-Air Missile Exercise   X 
Surface-to-Surface Gunnery Exercise   X 
Air-to-Surface Bombing Exercise   X ASUW 
Sinking Exercise   X 
Antisubmarine Warfare Tracking Exercise (ASW TRACKEX) - 
MPA X X X 

Antisubmarine Warfare Tracking Exercise (ASW TRACKEX) - 
EER   X 

Antisubmarine Warfare Tracking Exercise (ASW TRACKEX) – 
Surface Ship  X X 

ASW 

Antisubmarine Warfare Tracking Exercise (ASW TRACKEX) - 
Submarine  X X 

EC Electronic Combat Exercises X X X 

Mine Countermeasures X   
MIW

Land Demolitions X   
Insertion/Extraction X   

NSW
NSW Training X   

STW HARM Exercise (Non-firing) X X X 

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) X X X Support
Ops Unmanned Aerial System Training and RDT&E X X X 

1 –The majority of AAW activities (>85%) occur beyond 12 nm 

As a component of the Proposed Action, the Navy will initiate a Federal consistency process under the 
CZMA with the Washington Department of Ecology (DOE), the Oregon Department of Land 
Conservation and Development (DLCD), and the California Coastal Commission. The Navy will submit 
its consistency determination to the Washington CZM Program, the Oregon DLCD, and the California 
Coastal Commission in due course. The coastal consistency determination process, by law, requires the 
Washington CZM Program, the Oregon DLCD, and the California Coastal Commission to afford public 
comment and involvement on Federal consistency determinations. 

Washington, Oregon, and California participate in the CZMA through approved CMPs. The coastal zone 
is defined in the CZMA (at 16 U.S.C. § 1453). Accordingly, the coastal zone extends 3 nm seaward from 
the shoreline (i.e., “to the outer limit of State title and ownership under the Submerged Lands Act”). The 
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coastal zone extends inland from the shorelines only to the extent necessary to control the shorelines; 
however, excluded from the coastal zone are lands the use of which is by law subject solely to the 
discretion of or which is held in trust by the Federal Government (16 U.S.C. § 1453). Each state 
determines the extent of its coastal zone. 

1.6.5.1 Washington Coastal Zone 

Washington became the first State to achieve a Federally-approved State coastal management program in 
1976. As defined by the Washington DOE (Washington Administrative Code 173- 18; 20; 22; 27), 
Washington’s coastal zone is comprised of the following fifteen counties: Clallam, Grays Harbor, Island, 
Jefferson, King, Kitsap, Mason, Pacific, Pierce, San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish, Thurston, Wahkiakum, and 
Whatcom. Each of these counties is bounded by saltwater, either by the Pacific Ocean, Strait of Juan de 
Fuca, or Puget Sound. Because the Columbia River contains measurable quantities of salt water upstream 
to Pillar Rock, Wahkiakum County is included as a coastal zone county. The coastal zone includes all 
non-federal lands and waters from the coastline seaward for 3 nm. For the areas that abut the ocean, the 
coastline is defined as the position of ordinary low water. The coastline along the inland marine waters is 
located at the seaward limit of rivers, bays, estuaries, or sound (Washington State Department of Ecology 
2001).

The relationship of NWTRC training areas to Washington's coastal zone are classified in accordance with 
the following: 

� Outside. Includes areas that are located outside of coastal counties and are not contiguous to the 
coastal zone. 

� Inside. Includes areas that are located in coastal counties and are not under sole control of the 
Federal government. 

� Contiguous. Includes areas that are located within coastal counties, but are Federally excluded 
from the coastal zone because they are under sole control of the Federal government (e.g., 
Federally owned lands or Federally controlled waters). 

“Coastal use or resource” is any land or water use or natural resource of the coastal zone. Coastal uses 
include, but are not limited to: public access, recreation, fishing, historic or cultural preservation, 
development, hazards management, marinas and floodplain management, scenic and aesthetic enjoyment, 
and resource creation or restoration projects. Natural resources include biological or physical resources 
that are found permanently or cyclically within a State's coastal zone. Biological and physical resources 
include, but are not limited to: air, tidal and non-tidal wetlands, ocean waters, estuaries, rivers, streams, 
lakes, aquifers, submerged aquatic vegetation, land, plants, trees, minerals, fish, shellfish, invertebrates, 
amphibians, birds, mammals, reptiles, and coastal resources of national significance (Department of the 
Navy 2002). 

The enforceable policies for the State of Washington are those which are legally binding through 
constitutional provisions, laws, regulations, land use plans, ordinances, or judicial or administrative 
decisions, by which a State exerts control over private and public land and water uses and natural 
resources in the coastal zone, and which are incorporated in the Federally-approved State coastal 
program. The enforceable policies of the Washington DOE include the following five laws: 

� Shoreline Management Act (SMA), 
� Ocean Resources Management Act (ORMA), 
� Clean Water Act (CWA), 
� Clean Air Act (CAA), and 
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� Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council (EFSEC) Law. 

1.6.5.2 Oregon Coastal Zone 

The Oregon Coastal Management Program (OCMP) was Federally-approved in 1977 (Oregon Revised 
Statutes 197.628- 197.650; Oregon Administrative Rules Chapter 660). The Oregon Department of Land 
Conservation and Development (DLCD) is the State's designated coastal management agency and is 
responsible for reviewing projects for consistency with the OCMP and issuing coastal management 
decisions. DLCD's reviews involve consultation with local governments, State agencies, Federal agencies, 
and other interested parties in determining project consistency with the OCMP. 

As defined by the OCMP, Oregon's coastal zone extends from the Washington border on the north to the 
California border on the south, seaward to the extent of State jurisdiction as recognized by Federal law 
(the Territorial Sea, extending 3 nm [5.5 km] offshore), and inland to the crest of the coastal mountain 
range. There are three exceptions where the coastal boundary is different. The three exceptions occur 
where the basins of the Columbia, Umpqua, and Rogue Rivers lie predominantly inland of the crest of the 
coastal mountains. In these cases the coastal zone boundary crosses these rivers and extends to Bradwood, 
Scottsburg, and Agness, respectively. 

The enforceable policies of the OCMP include the following: 

� Oregon's 19 Statewide Planning Goals. Goal 19-Ocean Resources is the primary goal that is 
applicable to the proposed action. Other goals potentially applicable to the proposed action 
include: Goal 16-Estuarine Resources, Goal 17-Coastal Shorelands, and Goal 18-Beaches and 
Dunes.

� Land use plans by cities and counties approved by DLCD. Most are not likely to be applicable to 
the proposed action based on lack of land-based activities in Oregon's coastal zone. DLCD 
consults with local government during the Federal Consistency Review process. 

� State laws such as Oregon Beach Bill and Removal/Fill Law. Most are not likely to be applicable 
to the proposed action based on lack of land-based activities in Oregon's coastal zone. 

� Oregon Territorial Sea Plan. 
The action proponent should notify DLCD as early as possible, but at least 90 days before final approval 
of the Federal action. State review generally takes 45-90 days. It can take up to six months if significant 
management issues are raised, if additional information has been requested by DLCD and is not readily 
forthcoming, or if a permit applicant has failed to apply for required local and State permits. 

1.6.5.3 California Coastal Zone 

The California Coastal Act (CCA) of 1976 (California Public Resources Code, § 30000 et seq) 
implements California’s CZMA program. The CCA includes policies to protect and expand public access 
to shorelines, and to protect, enhance and restore environmentally sensitive habitats including intertidal 
and nearshore waters, wetlands, bays and estuaries, riparian habitat, certain wood and grasslands, streams, 
lakes, and habitat for rare or endangered plants or animals. 

Coastal Zones that fall under the CCA include that land and water area of the State of California from the 
Oregon border to the border of the Republic of Mexico, extending seaward to the state's outer limit of 
jurisdiction, including all offshore islands, and extending inland generally 1,000 yards from the mean 
high tide line of the sea. In significant coastal estuarine, habitat, and recreational areas it extends inland to 
the first major ridgeline paralleling the sea or five miles from the mean high tide line of the sea, 
whichever is less, and in developed urban areas the zone generally extends inland less than 1,000 yards. 
The coastal zone of California extends seaward to the 3 nm territorial sea. 
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1.6.6 Other Environmental Requirements Considered 
The Navy must comply with a variety of other Federal environmental laws, regulations, and EOs. These 
include (among other applicable laws and regulations): 

� Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA); 
� Endangered Species Act (ESA); 
� Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA); 
� Rivers and Harbors Act (RHA); 
� Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSFCMA) for Essential Fish 

Habitat (EFH); 
� Clean Air Act (CAA); 
� National Marine Sanctuaries Act (NMSA); 
� Federal Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act [CWA]); 
� National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA); 
� EO 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-

Income Populations; and 
� EO 13045, Environmental Health and Safety Risks to Children. 

In addition, laws and regulations of the States of Washington, Oregon, and California appropriate to Navy 
actions are identified and addressed in this EIS/OEIS. This EIS/OEIS will facilitate compliance with 
applicable, appropriate State laws and regulations. 

1.7 RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS

According to CEQ regulations for implementing NEPA, material relevant to an EIS may be incorporated 
by reference with the intent of reducing the size of the document (40 C.F.R. § 1502.21). Some of the 
programs and projects at the NWTRC that have undergone, or are undergoing, environmental review and 
documentation to ensure NEPA compliance, and which are identified below, are incorporated herein by 
reference.

� U.S. Department of the Navy, 1997. Environmental Assessment for Electronic Combat Training 
Facility at OLF Coupeville, Naval Air Station, Whidbey Island, Washington. June 1997. 

� U.S. Department of the Navy, 2000. Environmental Assessment: Relocation of the Explosive 
Ordnance Disposal Demolition Training Range. Prepared by EDAW, Inc. July 2000. 

� U.S. Department of the Navy, 2005. Environmental Assessment for Replacement of EA-6B 
Aircraft with EA-18G Aircraft at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island, Washington. January 2005. 

� U.S. Department of the Navy, 2005. Environmental Assessment for Joint Logistics Over-the-
Shore 2005 (JLOTS 2005), Naval Magazine, Indian Island. April 2005. 

� U.S. Department of the Navy, 2006. Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet Marine Resources 
Assessment for the Pacific Northwest Operating Area, Final Report. September 2006. 

� U.S. Department of the Navy, 2008. Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Introduction 
of the P-8A Multi-Mission Maritime Aircraft into the U.S. Navy Fleet, March 2008. 

� National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 1993. Olympic Coast National Marine 
Sanctuary Final Environmental Impact Statement / Management Plan Volumes 1&2. November 
1993. 
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